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A history by history method for estimating uncertainties has been implemented in theBEAMnrc and
DOSXYZnrc codes replacing the method of statistical batches. This method groups scored quantities
~e.g., dose! by primary history. When phase-space sources are used, this method groups incident
particles according to the primary histories that generated them. This necessitated adding markers
~negative energy! to phase-space files to indicate the first particle generated by a new primary
history. The new method greatly reduces the uncertainty in the uncertainty estimate. The new
method eliminates one dimension~which kept the results for each batch! from all scoring arrays,
resulting in memory requirement being decreased by a factor of 2. Correlations between particles in
phase-space sources are taken into account. The only correlations with any significant impact on
uncertainty are those introduced by particle recycling. Failure to account for these correlations can
result in a significant underestimate of the uncertainty. The previous method of accounting for
correlations due to recycling by placing all recycled particles in the same batch did work. Neither
the new method nor the batch method take into account correlations between incident particles
when a phase-space source is restarted so one must avoid restarts. ©2002 American Association
of Physicists in Medicine.@DOI: 10.1118/1.1517611#
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I. INTRODUCTION AND THEORY

I.A. The batch approach to uncertainties

The BEAM code system1 is a widely used Monte Carlo cod
for simulating radiotherapy beams and calculating dose
tributions in patients~see Ref. 2 for a listing of over 150
publications!. We have upgraded theBEAM code system to
createBEAMnrc,3,4 which uses the recently releasedEGSnrc
Monte Carlo code for radiation transport.5,6 At the same time
we have improved the method for estimating uncertainty
dose and fluence calculated inBEAMnrc and DOSXYZnrc.
Previously, calculation of uncertainty in all quantities d
pended on splitting calculations into statistical batches~usu-
ally 10! and then, once the simulation was finished, tak
the estimate of the uncertainty in the average of a sco
quantity,X, to be:

sX̄5A( i 51
N ~Xi2X̄!2

N~N21!
, ~1!

whereN is the number of batches,Xi is the value ofX in
batch i, and X̄ is the mean value ofX evaluated over all
batches.

There are three problems with the batch approach. F
unless a large number of statistical batches is used, ther
significant fluctuations in the uncertainty itself since t
sample size,N, in Eq. ~1! is quite small. Second, arbitraril
grouping histories into batches ignores any correlations
tween incident particles. Incident particles will be correlat
when phase-space data from aBEAMnrc simulation of an
accelerator are used as a source, especially if variance re
tion techniques, such as bremsstrahlung splitting and ph
forcing, are used in the accelerator simulation. Finally,
implementation of the batch approach used in most N
user-codes added an extra dimension~storing the results
2745 Med. Phys. 29 „12…, December 2002 0094-2405 Õ2002Õ2
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from each batch! to all arrays scoring quantities of interes
This last limitation was especially evident inDOSXYZnrc,
where the scoring arrays are already large because of
large number of geometrical regions~e.g., 2 million voxels
for 12831283128 resolution!. It should be noted how-
ever that this is a reflection of how things were coded
DOSXYZnrc and could have been avoided using other cod
techniques.

I.B. The history by history method

In order to eliminate the problems with estimating unc
tainty using batches, we have adopted a clever tr
~attributed7 to Salvat of the University of Barcelona! for ef-
ficiently implementing the history by history method for e
timating uncertainty. It has been described by Sempauet al.8

The history by history method is well known and has be
used for years in other codes~e.g., since at least 1986 i
MCNP9!. Andreo10 has also pointed out its advantages. Ho
ever, the brute force application of this method is inefficie
and the inherent improvements did not justify the increase
computation time required to update all scored quantities
ter each history, especially in calculations with many scor
bins. Use of Salvat’s approach removes this increase in c
putation time. We also found it necessary to make modifi
tions to account for correlations between incident partic
when a phase-space source is used. Similar modificat
were suggested independently by Sempauet al.8

Returning to Eq.~1!, let Xi be the quantity scored in sta
tistically independent eventi ~i.e., historyi instead of batch
i!. The equation can be rewritten as

sX̄5A 1

N21 S ( i 51
N Xi

2

N
2S ( i 51

N Xi

N D 2D , ~2!

whereN is now the number of independent events, i.e., h
tories. In BEAMnrc and DOSXYZnrc, when using phase
27459„12…Õ2745Õ8Õ$19.00 © 2002 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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2746 Walters, Kawrakow, and Rogers: History by history statistical estimators 2746
space sources, one event or history is defined to be all
ticle tracks associated with one initial particle~either exiting
the accelerator vacuum or from a decaying radioac
source such as60Co). It should be noted that theXi may be
weighted quantities~if variance reduction techniques, suc
as bremsstrahlung splitting, are used!, while N is an un-
weighted quantity, always equal to the total number of in
pendent, or primary, histories.

If we keep track of( i 51
N Xi

2 and( i 51
N Xi on the fly, then

we can calculate the uncertainty at the end of the simula
without the need to store the scored quantity in batches.
problem is that when there are a large number of quant
being scored, it can be very computationally inefficient
evaluate( i 51

N Xi
2 at the end of each history. To overcome th

problem, Sempauet al.8 outlined the following algorithm for
quantityX:

IF (nhist 5X– last ) THEN

X– tmp 5X– tmp 1delta

ELSE
X5X1X– tmp

X25X21(X– tmp )** 2
X– tmp 5delta

X– last 5nhist

ENDIF

where X stores( i 51
N Xi during the run, but, after analysis

will store the quantityX̄, nhist is the current history num
ber, X–last is the number of the last history that contri
uted toX, X–tmp stores the sum of the contributions toX
during the current history,delta is a contribution toX dur-
ing the current step, andX2 stores( i 51

N Xi
2.

Using the algorithm outlined above together with Eq.~2!,
the three main problems with using the batch method
eliminated. The problem of small sample size is eliminat
sinceN is now the number of histories and is usually lar
for a calculation with reasonable statistics. Also, if pha
space data fromBEAMnrc are used as a source then, by e
suring thatN andnhist only count primary histories~i.e.,
histories from the original nonphase-space source!, we prop-
erly take into account correlations between incident partic
Finally, the additional 10 or more dimensions required
store the value ofX in each batch have been eliminated a
three new scoring arrays,X–tmp , X2, and X–last , have
been introduced~X is retained from the batch method, b
with the batch dimension eliminated!. However,X and X2
have been made double precision to avoid any poten
round-off errors and taking into account the other large
rays, the memory requirement for large arrays is only
duced by a factor of 2 compared to when 10 batches w
used.

Some quantities output byBEAMnrc are actually ratios o
correlated quantities. An example of this is the average
ergy of photons in a scoring zone, which is given by the to
photon energy crossing the zone divided by the total num
of photons crossing the zone. These quantities are corre
with each other, and, if output separately, would each h
their own uncertainty. In order to estimate uncertainty
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 12, December 2002
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these ratios using the history by history method, we use
equation for the fractional uncertainty on a ratio of correla
quantities,C5X/Y:

sC̄

C̄
5AS sX̄

X̄
D 2

1S sȲ

Ȳ
D 2

2
2cov~X,Y!

~N21!~X̄Ȳ!
, ~3!

where sX̄ and sȲ are the uncertainties onX̄ and Ȳ estimated
using the history by history method outlined above, a
cov(X,Y) is the covariance ofX andY, given by:

cov~X,Y!5
( i 51

N XiYi

N
2

( i 51
N Xi( i 51

N Yi

N2 . ~4!

In order to calculate cov(X,Y), we need to keep track o
( i 51

N XiYi on a history by history basis. This is done on t
fly using an algorithm similar to the one given above used
keep track of ( i 51

N Xi
2 and ( i 51

N Xi . Keeping track of
( i 51

N XiYi requires an additionalREAL* 8 variable for each
ratio scored.

Note that keeping track of primary histories in a phas
space source has made it necessary to modify the forma
BEAMnrc phase-space files slightly. We now mark the fi
particle scored in the phase-space file from each prim
history by setting the particle energy negative. Then, wh
the phase-space file is used as a source, we incrementN and
nhist only when a negative energy is read.

Ma et al.11 have used a similar method to analyze unc
tainty in their Monte Carlo dose calculation code,MCDOSE.
However, in their approach, the quantity of interest~in this
case, energy deposited! is not grouped according to primar
history, but according to each energy deposition event. Th
if a primary history gives rise to two or more charged pa
ticles ~through interactions and/or variance reduction te
niques, such as bremsstrahlung splitting!, their method
would put the energy deposited by each charged particle
different group, whereas our technique would put the ene
deposited by all resultant charged particles in the sa
group. It will be seen below that the event-by-event meth
can give rise to errors in the uncertainty estimate, especi
if particles in a phase-space source are recycled.

I.C. Latent variance of a phase-space file

Sempauet al.8 have introduced the term ‘‘latent varianc
of a phase-space file’’ to distinguish between the uncerta
in a dose calculation due to the random nature of the tra
port in the phantom versus that due to the statistical fluct
tions in the phase-space file. Thus, a Monte Carlo calcula
of the dose distribution generated by a 20 MeV pencil be
of electrons has a statistical uncertainty despite the fact
there are no fluctuations in the incident phase-space of
source. This is the inherent uncertainty of the dose calc
tion. This uncertainty will approach zero if the number
histories is increased sufficiently. However, when a fin
phase-space file is used as a source, the statistical uncert
on the calculated doses approaches a finite value, inde
dent of how often the phase-space file is reused. This va
represents the latent variance of the phase-space file.
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II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

II.A. New vs old methods without recycling

To see the effect of the improved uncertainty analysis,
simulated an 18 MeV electron beam~field size520320 cm
at SSD5100 cm) from a Clinac 2100C accelerator and e
amined the uncertainty in the calculated dose in a wa
phantom. This was a two-stage process. The accelerator
simulated usingBEAMnrc, and a phase-space file was sco
at the SSD. This phase-space file was then used as a s
in DOSXYZnrc simulations of a water phantom.

In theBEAMnrc accelerator simulation, 56 million primar
histories were used to generate a phase-space source co
ing 51 million particles ~including 34 million photons!.
Range rejection for particles below 3 MeV was used in
accelerator simulation, however, no variance reduction te
niques were used which could have led to multiple partic
in the same phase-space file from the same primary his
~e.g., bremsstrahlung splitting!. Nonetheless, there can b
multiple particles in the phase-space file for a given prim
history, e.g., the primary electron and bremsstrahlung p
tons and/or knock-on electrons.

In theDOSXYZnrc simulation of the water phantom 50 m
incident particles~of all types! from the phase-space sourc
were used. The simulated water phantom itself h
dimensions of 20320315 cm, and dose was scored
13130.5 cm voxels down the central axis. Region-b
region range rejection for particles below 5 MeV was used
the DOSXYZnrc simulation. This means that a charged p
ticle history was terminated and its energy deposited loc
if the particle energy was<5 MeV and the particle could no
make it to the nearest voxel boundary with energy.ECUT,
the low-energy threshold for particle transport~700 keV in
this case!. This range-rejection scheme saves CPU time
cutting short unnecessary transport in the large, off-a
voxels.

Figure 1 shows fractional uncertainty in dose versus de
estimated using the new method~grouping energy deposite
according to primary history! and using the old method with
10 and 40 batches. A scaled depth-dose curve is also sh
for reference. Incident particles from the phase-space
were not recycled in these simulations.

It is clear from Fig. 1 that the new method estimates
much smoother uncertainty versus depth curve than the b
method, indicating a much lower uncertainty on the unc
tainty estimate. It is also clear that increasing the numbe
arbitrary batches from 10 to 40 results in reduced fluct
tions in the uncertainty, albeit at a cost of increasing
memory requirement for the scoring arrays by a factor o
Despite fluctuations, the mean uncertainty in all do
.0.5Dmax estimated using the batch method~0.55% using
10 batches and 0.53% using 40 batches! is in good agree-
ment with that estimated using the new method~0.54%!. The
overall agreement between the three methods~aside from
fluctuations! implies that any correlation between multip
particles scored in the same primary history, which w
placed in separate batches in the old technique, is neglig
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 12, December 2002
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II.B. Effects of recycling

In many cases, the phase-space data available at the
tom of a simulated accelerator may be relatively sparse
such cases, reducing the inherent uncertainty in the dose
culation to an acceptable level can only be achieved by
cycling each particle in the phase-space source before m
ing on to the next one. In order to investigate the effects
particle recycling on the uncertainty, the water phanto
simulation was repeated with the same number of incid
particles~50 million!, but this number was achieved by usin
only 12.5 million particles from the phase-space file w
each particle recycled 3 times~each particle used a total of
times—the recommended maximum for electron beams! and
then by using only 1.8 million particles from the phase-spa
file with each particle recycled 27 times~each particle used a
total of 28 times!. A DOSXYZnrc technique called smoothing
in which incident particles are reflected about theX axis and
the Y axis before being re-used in the simulation, was a
used, but this has little impact on the central axis~see Sec.
II.E!. Note that when a particle is recycled, the number
primary histories~nhist in the new algorithm described in
Sec. I! is not incremented. Thus, energy deposited by
occurrences of a particle is grouped into the same prim
history.

Figure 2 shows the effect of particle recycling on the e
timated uncertainty on the central axis. The ‘‘no recyclin
curves are the same curves as shown for the new method
using 10 batches in Fig. 1. The uncertainty estimated us
the new method clearly indicates that uncertainty increa
with the number of times each particle is recycled. The
crease is greatest at the phantom surface where the flu
tions reflect the statistical fluctuations of the initial particl

FIG. 1. Fractional uncertainty in dose calculated on the central axis vs d
for a simulated 18 MeV beam from a Clinac 2100C (20320 cm field at
SSD5100 cm) in a simulated water phantom. Fractional uncertainties
estimated using the new method~grouping by primary history! and using the
old method with 10 and 40 batches. A scaled depth–dose curve is
shown for reference~with uncertainties estimated using the history by h
tory method!. Dose was scored in 13130.5 cm voxels on the central axis
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2748 Walters, Kawrakow, and Rogers: History by history statistical estimators 2748
hitting just that voxel whereas at depth, the particles from
wider initial area are involved and the in-phantom statisti
variations in repeated histories play a role, thereby decr
ing the uncertainty.

Recycling incident particles 3 times is equivalent to d
creasing the number of primary histories by a factor o
~recall the number of primary histories is not incremen
when a particle is recycled!, and, thus, in an electron bea
the uncertainty at the surface of the phantom is expecte
increase by a factor of sqrt(4)52 because the uncertainty
dominated by the latent variance of the phase-space file.
matches the increase at the surface shown in Fig. 2. S
larly, when particles are recycled 27 times, the uncertaint
the surface is expected to increase by a factor of sqrt(
;5, which matches the increase shown in the figure. T
uncertainty estimated using 10 batches in the case of 23
recycling shows expected fluctuations, however, similar
the ‘‘no recycling’’ case, the mean uncertainty is in fair
good agreement with that estimated using the new met
~mean uncertainty on all doses.0.5Dmax is 1.30% using 10
batches and 1.38% using the new method!. This agreement
validates our previous scheme to account for correlations
tween recycled particles by putting them in the same sta
tical batch~accomplished by having the recycling loop insi
the statistical batch loop in the code!.

When recycling photon sources, the effects on the un
tainty are much less dramatic since, except when highly
cycled, photons are not likely to interact in the same vo
and therefore the recycling has little effect. For examp
recycling a 13 MV beam 3 times had no effect on the cent

FIG. 2. Fractional uncertainty in central-axis dose vs depth for a simula
18 MeV beam from a Clinac 2100C (20320 cm field at SSD5100 cm) in a
simulated water phantom. Fractional uncertainties estimated using the
method are shown for cases in which incident particles were recycled
times, 3 times~the recommended maximum!, and not at all. Fractional un-
certainties estimated using 10 batches~old method! are shown for the case
in which particles were recycled 27 times and not at all. The total numbe
particle tracks simulated was 50 million in all cases. Dose was score
13130.5 cm voxels on the central axis.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 12, December 2002
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axis dose uncertainties and recycling 27 times only increa
the uncertainty by about 40% rather than the factor of 5 s
at the surface in the electron beam~Fig. 2!.

The above-noted results indicate that both the new
old methods of statistical analysis took the latent variance
the phase-space file~as discussed in Sec. I! into account
properly. Thus no matter how often a given particle w
recycled, the uncertainty would only decrease to a fix
value which reflected the latent variance of the phase-sp
file. This is not the case if the phase-space file is resta
rather than each particle being recycled.

II.C. Effects of restarting

Problems arise in the new and old methods of estima
uncertainty when a phase-space file is restarted. This h
pens automatically upon reaching the end of the source
A particle that is re-used because of a restart will not
grouped into the same primary history as it was on the p
vious pass through the phase-space file, correlations betw
re-used particles will be ignored, and the uncertainty will
underestimated, as shown above. Thus, for the purpos
estimating uncertainty, it is recommended that particles
recycled enough times so that the phase-space file is
used once. To make this feasibleBEAMnrc andDOSXYZnrc
offer an option in which the number of times to recycle
particle is automatically calculated based on the numbe
particles in the phase-space source and the number o
quested histories. This option may underestimate the num
of times to recycle a particle because it cannot take i
account particles that do not get used because they are
side the geometry, do not have the correctLATCHvalue, etc.,
in which case the phase-space source will be restarted. I
source is restarted only once and only a small fraction of i
re-used on the second pass, this is unlikely to have a sig
cant effect on the uncertainty. However, if most of the sou
is re-used on the second pass, or if it is restarted more
once, then a manually-calculated value for the number
times to recycle particles~based on data from the previou
run in which the value was automatically calculated! is rec-
ommended.

II.D. Effects of correlations

To investigate the effects of correlations, the uncertai
has also been estimated by grouping deposited energy
cording to incident particle instead of primary history. In th
case,nhist in the algorithm described in Sec. I is alway
incremented, even if the particle is being recycled. T
method is similar to the new method but ignores correlatio
between incident particles when a phase-space sourc
used. When this method was applied to the simulation of
electron beam in water then, regardless of how many tim
incident particles were recycled, uncertainties were found
agree exactly with those estimated using the new met
with no recycling~shown in Fig. 2!. The exact agreement in
the case of no recycling indicates that correlations betw
particles in the phase-space file did not affect uncertainty
this electron beam simulation. More importantly, the distin
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differences in the cases of recycling indicate that unless
relations introduced by recycling are taken into account,
uncertainty is significantly underestimated because the la
uncertainty of the phase-space data is not accounted for

In electron beams one does not expect significant corr
tions between particles. To investigate the effects on e
mated uncertainties of correlations between incident parti
~other than those introduced by particle recycling! we used
BEAMnrc to simulate a 13.5 MV photon beam (10310 cm
field at SSD5100 cm) from a Siemens KD2 accelerator a
used selective bremsstrahlung splitting~maximum splitting
number of 400, minimum splitting number of 40! to enhance
photon output. When bremsstrahlung splitting is used, e
primary history can potentially generate a large number
photons, all of which are correlated, at the bottom of
accelerator. For this simulation, 25.5 million primary hist
ries were run to generate a phase-space file containing
million particles~63 million of which were photons!.

The phase-space file generated at the bottom of the
ton accelerator was then used as a source in aDOSXYZnrc
simulation of a water phantom~dimensions 20320
360 cm). Range rejection (ESAVE55 MeV) was used in all
DOSXYZnrc simulations. Initially, we ran 50 million inciden
particles from the phase-space source~no particle recycling!
and examined uncertainty on the dose in 23230.5 cm vox-
els down the central axis of the phantom. It was found t
this did not include enough of the incident beam field
show any effects of correlations between incident partic
By increasing the size of the central-axis voxels to 10310
30.5 cm, with a corresponding decrease in the numbe
incident particles to 1.5 million~no recycling!, we were able
to see the effects of correlations.

Figure 3 shows the estimated uncertainty in dose ve
depth for the photon beam simulation. Uncertainties w
estimated by grouping deposited energy according to
mary history~the new method!, by splitting the run into 40
statistical batches~the old method!, and by grouping energy
deposited according to incident particle~similar to new
method but ignoring correlations!. A scaled depth–dose
curve is also shown in Fig. 3 for reference. It is interesting
note that the 1.5 million incident particles used in this sim
lation were found to represent only 209 196 primary his
ries, indicating a fairly high degree of correlation betwe
photons in the phase-space source.

From Fig. 3 it is clear that, similar to the electron bea
example, the new method of estimating uncertainty yield
much smoother uncertainty versus depth curve than whe
batches are used, indicating a much lower uncertainty on
uncertainty estimate. Figure 3 also shows that ignoring c
relations between incident photons by grouping according
incident particle results in a consistent underestimate of
uncertainty~although the curve is still smooth!. The batch
method also ignores correlations between particles an
Fig. 3 it can be seen that it also tends to underestimate
certainty. The mean uncertainty on all doses.0.5Dmax esti-
mated using 40 batches is 0.64%, which is in better ag
ment with the mean of 0.63% estimated by groupi
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 12, December 2002
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according to incident particle than it is with the mean
0.70% estimated using the new method.

One surprising result from Fig. 3 is the similarity betwe
the shape of the uncertainty versus depth curve estim
using the new method and that estimated by grouping
cording to incident particle, even the small fluctuations.
fact, they appear to be the same curve, just translated in tY
direction. This similarity was also found to exist in the a
solute uncertainties estimated using these two methods~i.e.,
once fluctuations in dose had been factored out!. This indi-
cates that there are very few cases in which multiple phot
originating from the same primary history lead to ener
deposited in the same voxel. Thus, differences between
certainty estimated using the new method and by group
according to incident particle are mainly due to differenc
in the numberN in Eq. ~2!. Using the new method,N is the
number of primary histories, while grouping according
incident particle,N is the number of incident particles.

II.E. Effects of smoothing on uncertainties

When recycling or restarting a phase-space source
DOSXYZnrc, one has the option of using a routine whi
makes use of the symmetry in many beams to redistribute
phase-space particles to 3 symmetrical positions@~x,y! with
direction cosines (u,v) goes to (2x,y) with (2u,v) etc.#.
This means that, away from the axes, one can effectiv
gain a factor of 4 increase in the number of different init
particles incident on a particular region since one gets th
from all four quadrants. Unfortunately, close to the cent
axis this has little value since all four locations are very clo

FIG. 3. Fractional uncertainty in central-axis dose vs depth for a simula
13.5 MV photon beam from a Siemens KD2 accelerator (10310 cm field at
SSD5100 cm) in a simulated water phantom (20320360 cm). Uncertain-
ties were estimated three ways: using the new method~grouping by primary
history!; using 40 statistical batches; and using a method similar to the
method but which ignores correlations between incident particles~grouping
by incident particle!. A scaled depth–dose curve is also shown for refere
~with uncertainties estimated using the history by history method!. Dose was
scored in 1031030.5 cm voxels on the central axis.
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2750 Walters, Kawrakow, and Rogers: History by history statistical estimators 2750
to each other. This is clear in Fig. 2 where the uncertainty
the central-axis dose increased by a factor of 2 near the
face, even with smoothing turned on. At greater depths,
recycling causes only a small increase in the uncertainty,
the accelerator simulation required four times fewer his
ries. We find that for a voxel element away from the ax
with smoothing on, the uncertainty estimate for the 3 tim
recycling case is the same as in the no recycle case. He
for electron beams the use of the smoothing option with
recycling option clearly has a positive benefit in much of t
volume, but has no benefit on the central axis at the surf
and also a reduced benefit along thex and y axes. In any
case, the uncertainty estimates are accurate.

For photon beams the effects of smoothing are not
dramatic since the effects of recycling are not as dramati
discussed earlier. Nonetheless, the trends are similar to
effects with electron beams, namely smoothing is most
fective away from the axes.

II.F. Ratios of correlated quantities

In order to determine how well the history by histo
method is able to estimate uncertainties in ratios of co
lated quantities@using Eqs.~3! and~4!#, we examined thex2

per degree of freedom for average photon energies at
bottom of a simulated accelerator. As mentioned in Sec.
average photon energy is a ratio of the correlated quant
total photon energy and number of photons.

We performed 20 separate simulations~500 000 histories
each! of a generic 16 MV photon accelerator (field si
510310 cm at SSD5100 cm) and calculated the avera
photon energies~with uncertainties! for photons crossing 10
scoring zones at the SSD. The scoring zones were sq
‘‘rings’’ centered on the beam axis with midpoints at a d
tance 0, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, and 9.5 cm f
the beam axis. We then estimated thex2 per degree of free-
dom in each scoring zone using:

x2

d f
5

1

N21 (
i 51

N
~Ei2Ē!2

sEi

2 , ~5!

whereN is the number of simulations~20 in this case!, Ei is
the average photon energy crossing the scoring zone in s
lation i, sEi

is the uncertainty onEi , and Ē is the photon
energy crossing the scoring zone averaged over all N si
lations.

The results are shown in Fig. 4. If the uncertainty is e
mated accurately then we expectx2/d f to be '1. A x2/d f
!1 indicates that the uncertainty has been overestima
and a x2/d f@1 indicates an underestimate of the unc
tainty. Figure 4 shows thatx2/d f is '1 for most scoring
zones.

We have found that for a simulation with extreme weig
variations, thex2/d f was about 1 except for one or tw
scoring zones where it was about 2, caused by one or
outliers in the 20 calculations. We take this as an indicato
using too much biasing, causing inconsistent results du
‘‘fat’’ particles with very large weights relative to most pa
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 12, December 2002
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ticles. This could possibly even be developed into a diagn
tic tool for the variance reduction techniques.

II.G. A note on parallel runs

If one has multiple machines running on a network, th
it is possible to splitBEAMnrc andDOSXYZnrc simulation up
into a number of parallel jobs.4 When a simulation that use
a phase-space source is split up inton multiple jobs, then the
phase-space source is automatically divided inton equal par-
titions. Each job uses a separate partition. Thus, jobi uses
particle numbers that fall in the range:

~ i 21!3
nshist

n
,nnphsp ,5 i 3

nshist

n
, ~6!

wherenshist is the total number of particles in the phas
space source andnnphsp is the number of the particle used
This partitioning scheme was adopted to ensure that the
tire phase-space source is adequately sampled over all o
parallel jobs.

Partitioning of phase-space sources potentially interfe
with the new method of estimating uncertainties becaus
may split up particles generated by the same primary his
~correlated! and use them in different jobs. When the jobs a
recombined for final analysis, any quantity scored by th
particles will be grouped as if it originated in two or mo
different primary histories, instead of just one. This intr
duces the possibility of some correlations being ignored
an underestimate of the uncertainty as discussed earlier.

In order to observe the effects of partitioning a pha
space source on uncertainty, we split the simulation of
13.5 MV photon beam in water~described earlier! into 50

FIG. 4. x2 per degree of freedom for average photon energy at the SSD~100
cm! of a generic 16 MV photon accelerator evaluated over 20 sepa
simulations~500 000 histories each!. Scoring zones in which average photo
energies~and their uncertainties! were calculated were square ‘‘rings’’ cen
tered on the beam axis. Midpoints of the square rings were at 0, 1.5, 2.5
4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, and 9.5 cm from the beam axis. Field size wa
310 cm at the SSD.
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parallel jobs. Each job simulated 30 000 histories (
3106/50). Division into 50 jobs represents an extreme ca
and increases the chances that correlated groups of pho
in the phase-space source will be broken up by partition
the file.

Figure 5 shows the fractional uncertainty in dose ver
depth estimated after recombining the 50 parallel jobs, al
with the uncertainty estimated when the simulation was p
formed in a single run~same as the solid line in Fig. 3!.
Figure 5 shows no significant difference between the un
tainties in the two cases. The mean uncertainty of all do
.0.5Dmax estimated after recombining the 50 runs
0.697%, which is in good agreement with the mean unc
tainty of 0.700% estimated in the single run. Thus, we c
clude that, in general, partitioning of a phase-space so
has no effect on the estimated uncertainty.

III. CONCLUSIONS

A new method for better estimates of uncertainty in t
BEAMnrc andDOSXYZnrc codes has been introduced. Scor
quantities are now grouped according to primary history a
not statistical batches as before. This new method elimin
the problems of fluctuations in estimated uncertainty due
small sample size~i.e., small number of batches!. It also
eliminates one dimension from the arrays that score qua
ties of interest, resulting in a decrease in the memory
quired by the scoring arrays by a factor of about 2. This n
method can easily be adapted to estimate the uncertaint
ratios of correlated quantities as well.

The new method also accounts for correlations betw
incident particles in a phase-space source by grouping i

FIG. 5. Fractional uncertainty in central-axis dose vs depth for a simula
13.5 MV photon beam from a Siemens KD2 accelerator (10310 cm field at
SSD5100 cm) in a simulated water phantom (20320360 cm). Uncertain-
ties are shown estimated using the new method when the simulation
performed in a single run~1.5 million incident particles! and when the
simulation was divided into 50 parallel jobs~30 000 incident particles each!.
Dose was scored in 1031030.5 cm voxels on the central axis.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 12, December 2002
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dent particles according to the primary histories that gen
ated them. This has been accomplished by changing the
mat of phase-space files slightly, so that the first parti
scored from a new primary history is marked by setting
energy negative.

Recycling incident particles~i.e., using the same particl
as an incident particle many times immediately after read
it!, which is often necessary when phase-space data
sparse, introduces the correlations with the most signific
effect on uncertainty. Failure to take into account these c
relations can lead to a significant underestimate of the un
tainty, basically because it ignores the statistical fluctuati
inherent in the phase-space file. On the other hand, w
correlations are taken into account then, even if particles
recycled many times, the uncertainty will always reflect t
uncertainty in the phase-space data itself. It was found
the batch method also successfully accounted for correlat
introduced with recycling by placing all recurrences of a p
ticle in the same statistical batch. Problems occur with b
the new method and the batch method of estimating un
tainties if a phase-space source is restarted. In the case o
new method, a particle that gets re-read after the phase-s
file has been restarted will not be grouped in the same
mary history as it was on the previous pass. In the case o
batch method, there is no guarantee that the particle re-
after a restart will be put in the same batch as it was on
previous pass. Thus, restarting can cause uncertainty t
underestimated, and we recommend recycling partic
enough times to avoid restarting a phas-space source~as well
as reducing needless file re-reading!.

Other correlations between particles in a phase-sp
source include those that occur ‘‘naturally’’~e.g., a primary
history that undergoes interactions leading to more than
particle in the phase-space source! and those that occur du
to variance reduction techniques, such as bremsstrah
splitting. These correlations are taken into account by
new method, but not by the batch method of estimating
certainty. We examined the case of a photon beam gener
by splitting bremsstrahlung photons up to 400 times~using
selective bremsstrahlung splitting! in water and found that
the batch method did, in fact, underestimate uncertai
However, the large bremsstrahlung splitting number and
fact that significant differences were not noticeable until
voxels in the water phantom had been enlarged~to 10310
30.5 cm) to encompass most of the incident beam lead
the conclusion that, in most cases, these correlations do
play a role in the uncertainty estimate.

It should be noted that the event-by-event technique u
by Ma et al.11 and mentioned in Sec. I will not take int
account correlations between incident particles in a pha
space source. This is because this technique does not
energy deposited back to primary histories. It is even m
extreme than the case discussed in Sec. II.D in which ene
deposition was grouped according to particle incident on
phantom rather than by primary history. As shown there,
latter case is not likely to be a problem when correlations
due to interactions and/or variance reduction techniqu
However, if correlations are introduced by recycling pa
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ticles, then grouping by particles incident on the phantom
expected to significantly underestimate uncertainty sinc
ignores the latent variance of the phase-space file. The t
niques used by Maet al. will suffer this same problem.

One closing observation is that issues about the la
variance of a phase-space file are overcome, or at l
highly mitigated, by using beam characterization model12

These models do not need to recycle particles and he
avoid the associated problems. Of course there is still so
uncertainty to be associated with the models themselves
as shown elsewhere, the use of the model greatly red
these effects.12

The history by history method has also recently be
added to the standardEGSnrc user-codes which are distrib
uted by NRC.13
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